Black Sunday
by Tola Rotimi Abraham

“A piercing, supple debut . . . Abraham stuffs her novel past brimming, but its sophisticated structure and propulsive narration allow her to tuck in a biting critique of corrupt colonial religion and universally exploitative men . . . Twin sisters cut adrift in a perilous, duplicitous world learn that ‘only the wise survive.’ A formidable debut.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

For more information, visit www.MidwestBooksellers.org.

Everywhere You Don’t Belong
by Gabriel Bump

“This book is astonishing. You'll be smiling even as your heart is breaking, and you'll tip willingly into this world Bump offers you because what appears again and again are spectacular beams of light, also called love, also called hope, also called family. Gabriel Bump has established himself as a stunning talent to be reckoned with.”
—Maaza Mengiste, author of The Shadow King

For more information, visit www.MidwestBooksellers.org.

Twenty
by Debra Landwehr Engle

“Impressive and surprising . . . in less than two hundred pages the author delivers a thought-provoking story about what it means both to live and die.”
—Booklist

For more information, visit www.MidwestBooksellers.org.

Martin McLean, Middle School Queen
by Alyssa Zacsek

“An amusing story that’s bursting with diversity at every turn . . . A tasty treat.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

For more information, visit www.MidwestBooksellers.org.